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Theory and Research in
Instructional Technology'

A general aim of this paper is to clarify the heritage of instruc
tional technology and to put it in its proper context vis-à-vis
the audiovisual movement. A specifie aim is to show the rela
tionship between diverse theories and the kinds of technologies
of instruction which have evolved out of these conceptions.
Finally, a redefinition of the prevailing concept of instruc
tional media, one which holds the promise for a more fruitful
media research endeavor, will be proposed.

origins
First, it is important to realize that the very process and
even the terminology of instructional technology reaches back
through many centuries and is not a recent innovation, as
many seem to think. We can find its beginnings when tribal
priests systematized bodies of knowledge and members of
early cultures invented pictographs or sign writing to record,
preserve, transmit, and reproduce information. In every age,
there has been a technology of instruction or a set of proce
dures designed to serve a particular society. The more ad
vanced the culture, the morecomplex the technology of in
struction in reflecting ways of thinking, speaking, and feeling.
Each significant shift in values, assumptions or goals of the
society or culture has led to new or modified technologies of
instruction. Instructional technology preceded science because
primitive man was familiar with certain techniques of in
struction before he understood the nature of science.

* Revision of a paper presented to the Theory and Research Division
of the Association for Educational Communication and Technology
at its national convention held at Las Vegas, Nevada, April 10,
1973.
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The Sophists, drawn to Athens from all corners of ancient
Grèece during the fifth century B.C., are considered to be the
forefathers ofmodern instructional technology. Theyeven used
the term teehme or technology to refer to the process of the
practieal art of instruction. Whole bodies of cognitive rules
were formulated, subject matter was systematically analyzed,
specifie- instructional strategies were designed, and relevant
instructional materials were planned and developed to meet
the objectives of instruction. The Sophiste' students always
knew what was expected of them, how they might achieve their
goals, and how weIl they were progressing, It is abundantly
clear that the Sophists laid the groundwork for more advanced
technologies of instruction and contributed a high order of
consciousness about the problems and process of instructional
design and development.

Throughout history, notable technologies of instruction can
be found. For example, Abelard provided a new method of
structuring and presenting materials and helped set the style
for the age of Scholastic education. The systems developed
by Comenius, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Herbart, and Montessori
are other examples of technologies of instruction which evolved
out of particular theoretical viewpoints and which exerted
extensive influence upon instruction through the centuries
as weIl as upon contemporary practice. For example, much of
the current competency-based or mastery concepts of instruc
tion stem directly from the ideas of Herbart in the early nine
teenth century.

the concrete-abstract continuum

It is important to maintain a rarely-made distinction between
what is known as visual or audiovisual instruction and instruc
tional technology. Although the audiovisual movement is an
important tributary, it is nevertheless a tributary flowing
from the mainstream of instructional technology. The audio
visual movement developed in this century largely as theresult
of the invention of photography and became highly specialized
in terms of certain deviees or instruments which were consi
dered "visual" in nature. Even before educators recognized it
as a movement and coined an appropriate term, commercial
interests had already christened it "visual education." Quite
early in this century, audiovisualists began to develop their
peculiar theoretical doctrine which presumed that visual ex..
periences were far more powerful in effecting learning than
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are any other types of experience. As a consequence, 8· concrete
abstract continuum of learning effectiveness - extending
from the real situation or the obiect.to a progressive series of
abstractions through a photograph, a model, a film, etc. to a
verbal description - came to be a cornerstone of audiovisual
literature. One of the first comprehensive statements of this
theory was made in 1910 by John Adams in his book, Exposi
tion and Illustration-in Teaching. He was followed by Joseph
Weber in 1928, by Hoban, Hoban, and Zisman in 1937 in their
work, Visualizing the Curriculum, and by Edgar D'ale and
others in the 1940's and more recent years.

Today this particular theoretical rationale still persists and
serves as the primary theoretical basis for the use of what is
DOW generally referred to as instructional media. While one
cannotdeny that instructional materials must help the learner
ta perform transactions with the real world, the conclusion
does not follow that teaching displays should always neces
sarily be realistic. In fact, the studies of Travers, Piaget, and
others throw considerabledoubt on the validity of many of
the statements of principles for the design and utilization of
audiovisual materials found in typical textbooks on the sub
ject. What is more, many who support the concrete-abstract
notion do not always make it clear that, in denouncing ver
balism, they are not necessarilyclaiming to have found a
superior alternative to verbal communication.

The audiovisual movement has been essentially thing-cen
tered. Quiteearly in the movement, certain commercial compa
nies began to eoncentrate on the production of one or two
deviees, Many companies still do. Certain companies made
blackboards, others produced slides, sorne produced motion
pictures, other concentrated on maps and models, one centered
on sets of slides and stereographs,others produced slidefilms
and some specialized in recordings. Parallel with specialization
by producers of deviees was specialization in the 'administra
tion and distribution of these deviees, For example, the New
York State Division of Visual Education collected and distri
buted lantern slides only. The St. Louis Educational Museum
eoncentrated on exhibits. The University of California Depart
ment of Visual Education in University Extension at Berkeley
distrfbuted motion pictures only. As time went on, commercial
interests competed with each other for the, school's dollar and
in so doing sold their wares under the overall label "visual
education." AlI this fragmentation was confusing. To sorne,
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visual education meant the motion picture while to ethers,
visual education centered in the museum. Thus the compe
tition was between things rather than ideas. Unfortunately,
this historical heritage still affects the audiovisual movement
today as evidenced in the increasing emphasis on the things
and pieces of materials and instrumentation.

rationale and research

When the heritage of the mainstream of instructional tech
nology is compared with that of the audiovisual movement, a
number of significant contrasts appear. First, as we have
seen, the Sophists even employed ·the term techmoloqu in the
s-ense of weaving or constructing a design for effective instruc
tion. Through the centuries, this same concept of technioue
has been applied to the process of instruction in its totality or
what we today calI a systems approach. None of these historie
technologies of instruction was based on a deviee or thing or
even on one dominating theoretical rationale, Instead, they
were typical1y built on a whole set of assumptions involving
theories or conceptions of human nature, motivation, per
ception, needs, interests, attitudes, feelings, and a host of
other factorsrelated to human behavior. Although these early
technologies of instruction were not subjected to experimental
analysis in ways that would edify researchers of our time,
pioneer instructional technologists did classify human exper
ience into categories which in turn structured and influenced
the language, thinking, and designs of modern instructional
research. What is more, they were familiar with the problems
of analyzing and designing instructional approaches and ma
terials and they devoted considerable attention to the evalua
tion of their procedure.

The discontinuity of the audiovisual movement with the
mainstream of instructional technology can probably best be
illustrated by the historical development of programmed in
struction. For example, Maria Montessori began developing a
technique and devieesof programmed instruction based on a
theory of human behavior as early as 1907, at least a decade
before Sidney Pressy (often considered the pioneer of pro
grammed instruction) began his experiments, and at about
the time the so-called visual education movement was begin
ning to take forme Yet, for four decades or more, there was
absolutely no theoretical or research connection between these
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two developments! In fact, there is sorne question as to whether
a theoretical or research connection exista today. Similar ob
servations can he made eoncerning the wide historical gaps
that exist between the development of test and measurement
technology, learning theory, theories of human communica
tion, technologies of innovationan·d diffusion to mention
only a few bodies of knowledge and research which are sys
tematically applied within the context of instructional tech
nology.

Apart from their conceptual and functional discrepanciea,
it is true that the audiovisual movement and instructional
technology are related and that they have converged at least
in the area of media research. This has been a long research
tradition which has been dominated by the all-consuming ques
tion, "What has been the effect of media?" Thus, research
has been confined largely to studies of the comparative
effectiveness of conventional instructional procedures and
selected types of media in attaining the same instructional
objectives.

One of the first large-scale instructional film research
projects was sponsored by the United States Social Hygiene
Board and undertaken in 1919 by the psychological laboratory
of Johns Hopkins University under the direction of Karl Lash
ley and John B. Watson, the father of behavioristic psychology.
The purpose of the study was to determine the instructiona1
effect of certain motion pictures used for the control of vener
eal diseases. Results showed that a single film couId not be
expected to bring about basic changes in behavior or attitudes.
However, the Lashley-Watson study is a classic because it an
ticipated many of the conceptualizations rediscovered or for
mulated since. For example, the observation that learning
from films varies with the audience characteristics and in
dividual selective perception has only recently come to be ap
preciated.

Just a few years later, in 1922, the University of Chicago
under the sponsorship of the Commonwealth Fund began a
series of studies of the use of films, still pictures, charts, maps,
slides, and stereographs, as instructional media. These studies,
directed by the educational psychologist, Frank N. Freeman,
were conducted in eight school systems, involving over 5,000
students for a period of three years. The final report, called
Vi8U4l Education and published in 1924, concluded that pic
tures could not be substituted for language, but that the re-
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lative effectiveness of verbal instruction as contrasted with
the various forms of concrete experience - depends on two
major conditions - the nature of the instruction to be given
and the character of the pupils' previous acquaintance with the

. objecta which are dealt with in instruction. These pioneer
studies also showed that the usefulness of motion pictures
would be enhanced if they were so organized as to confine
themselves to their peculiar province, namely that of moving
objects. They are outside of their province when they show
still objects or when they enter the field of abstract verbal
discussion. They cannot cornpete, in these respects, with still
pictures or with the teacher. Thus, it was recommended that
subject matter which is not primarily the representation of
motion or action should not he included in instructional films
and that it is probably desirable to have motion picture films
produced in smaII units or what we calI today single-concept
films.

The University of Chicago-Commonwealth studies clearly
laid the groundwork for much of contemporary media re
search. Many media variables exposed in these studies still
remain largely unexplored. Unfortunately, media research
which followed these studies usually conformed to a rather
rigid and limited correlational paradigm which has largely
persisted to the present time. Even as early as 1930, Joseph
Weber decried the endless comparative studies of media and
recommended that future media research should concern
itself with such problems as the optimum length and content of
instructional films and the interrelationships between anima
tion and other psychological factors. Weber's recommendations
went unheeded and the next two decades produced mainly ad
ditional media comparison studies which resulted, in most
cases, in the same monotonous conclusion of "no statistical
significant differences." Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield's
Experiment« on Mass Communications (1949) and James
Gibson's work during World War II offered sorne ref'reshing
variations from this pattern of media research, but the re
search literature continued to report the same "no significant
difference" findings.

One can hardly escape the conclusion thatconstant "no
statistical difference" findings appear puzzling even when we
are confronted with many poor research designs, a paucity
of theory, and research on trivial matters. As a consequence,
it is apparent that we have fallen into the habit of regarding
deviees or instruments - such as films, radio, television,
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teaching machines not only as media but a1so as messages, a
misinterpretation brilliantly perpetuated by Marshall Mc
Luhan.

It is clear that a redefinition of instructional media is needed
so that a more fruitful era of instructionalrnedia research
might begin. A new concept .of media might embrace three
broad categories: linguistic, iconic, and kinesic. Linguistic
media, in their simplest form would consist of words, that Is,
language. They would also include such digital languages as
numbers or mathematical symbols. [conie media would include
the symbolic representation of patterns and things or may
include the actual object or thing itself. Kinesic media would
comprise body movement in a general sense including posture,
gesture, facial expression, voice inflection or any other non
verbal manifestations of which an organism is capable, as
weIl as any communication elues which may be present in any
contexte

A redefinition of media such as that suggested above clearly
calls for a new approach to research. Obviously, the rather
complex details or implications cannot be explained in this
brief paper, but are dealt with in a manuscript now in press.
It can only be suggested here that the implications of theory
and research from such sources as psycholinguistics, percep
tion studies of nonverbal communication, and kinesics can
provide the coneeptual basis for a new media research tradi
tion. This approach, of course, would involve an overthrow
of the prevailing concept of media and call for new research
paradigms for, as weknow from Kuhn's The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions" a time cornes when anomalies ac
cumulate and new paradigms are necessary.

Finally, it should be obvious that this conception of instruc
tional technology goes beyond any particular deviee and is
more than the sum of itsparts, Sometimes it does involve the
use of deviees and machines; frequently it does not nor need
note It essentially includes methods of instruction, organiza
tion of content, group processes, the design of effective learn
ing environments; the effective use of media forms; the
processes of problem solving ; or even the possible use of chem
icals to enhance learning, It should also be clear that a viable
interpretation of instructional technology must incorporate
a holistic view of man in nature and an understanding of the
instructional technologist's function as an agent in the evolu
tion of humanity.
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